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The big fall
As the pandemic years seems to be over and
government support measures start to lift, long-term
effects on supply chain and the war in Ukraine kick in
It's jump-starting inflation as many countries see an
over-heated job market, and earlier this month the US
federal reserve raised interest by an unusual 0.5%. 

Consumers have noticed, and OECD has registered fall
in their Consumer Confidence Index (CCI) to just 97.3, a
level similar to the beginning of the financial crisis in
2008 and the Covid-19 pandemic in 2020. 

What will this mean to consumer spending? 

Let's take a look.
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https://www.bbc.com/news/business-61324482
https://data.oecd.org/leadind/consumer-confidence-index-cci.htm


Necessity spending
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Sources: OECD - unemployment, OECD inflation, Medium, Euromonitor

As the unemployment OECD unemployment rate
continues to fall (now lower than in February 2020), one
would expect consumers to be ready to spend more. 

And they are! 

Consumers expect to spend 7.7% more in the next year. 

Unfortunately, a steep inflation curve on food and fuel
means most of this growth will be channelled towards
necessity spending. 

5.12%
of the OECD 

labor force was
unemployed in 

March 2022

https://www.oecd.org/newsroom/unemployment-rates-oecd-update-may-2022.htm
http://oecd.org/newsroom/consumer-prices-oecd-updated-4-may-2022.htm
https://candacejdixon.medium.com/press-release-survey-of-consumer-expectations-39c43bdb12f7
https://www.euromonitor.com/article/high-inflation-a-threat-for-cities-with-large-consumer-spending-on-necessities
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Being able to have products or services delivered at home 

Overall value for money 

The environmental footprint of products or services 

Companies’ performance on societal issues 

Shopping local or using an alternative to the online retail giants 

Having the option to buy-now-pay-later 

Feeling that the companies they buy from are aligned to values 

Access to new online ways to buy or interact with brands 

Brand loyalty 

Being able to speak to a human being 
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Sources: Chartered Institute of Marketing via Learning News 

Winning consumers' loyalty in
uncertain times
The pandemic years represented many predictions of
future consumer behavior, but one thing never go out
of style: loyalty. Brands who invest in nurturing their
consumer relationships will win. 

According to a CIM study of 500 UK marketers,
consumer nurture in 2022 includes value and values -
and flexibility.

How is your brand nurturing your target audience?

% marketers who believe these consumer trends are more
important for consumers than pre-pandemic - top 10

https://learningnews.com/news/chartered-institute-of-marketing/2022/uk-marketers-warns-pandemic-and-inflation-has-changed-consumer-expectations-of-brands#:~:text=4%20May%2C%202022%20%2D%20New%20research,of%20the%20brands%20they%20represent.
https://learningnews.com/news/chartered-institute-of-marketing/2022/uk-marketers-warns-pandemic-and-inflation-has-changed-consumer-expectations-of-brands#:~:text=4%20May%2C%202022%20%2D%20New%20research,of%20the%20brands%20they%20represent.
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